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battlefield is the first serial of the 26th season of the british science fiction television series
doctor who which was first broadcast in four weekly parts on bbc1 from 6 to 27 september
1989 it was the last to feature nicholas courtney as brigadier lethbridge stewart in doctor who
with sylvester mccoy sophie aldred jean marsh nicholas courtney knights from a parallel
universe arrive on earth to find the legendary sword excalibur only the doctor and ace with the
assistance of brigadier lethbridge stewart can save the earth from total catastrophe battlefield
was the first serial of season 26 of doctor who nicholas courtney made his first appearance as
brigadier lethbridge stewart since 1983 s the five doctors and bessie appeared for the first time
since that serial as well following courtney s death in 2011 this serial marked his 1 87m
subscribers 1 4k 63k views 3 years ago doctorwho watch the highlights of a classic seventh
doctor story battlefield subscribe to doctor who for more exclusive videos season 26 ep 1
battlefield share written by ben aaronovich stop i command it there will be no battle here
responding to a distress signal the doctor and ace arrive near the village of carbury where a
nuclear missile convoy has run into difficulties the 26th season of doctor who premiered on 6
september 1989 with the serial battlefield and consisted of four serials ending with survival
which was the final episode of doctor who for 15 years until the show was revived in 2005 john
nathan turner produced the series with andrew cartmel script editing casting edit battlefield
part two directed by michael kerrigan with sylvester mccoy sophie aldred jean marsh nicholas
courtney the doctor and ace discover a stone spaceship underneath warmsley s archaeological
dig while mordred summons morgaine to earth s dimension doctor who 1963 1996 season 26
battlefield part 1 see all clips from doctor who 1963 1996 626 similar programmes by genre
drama scifi fantasy watch live 23 45 schedule battlefield is the first serial of the 26th season of
the british science fiction television series doctor who which was first broadcast in four weekly
parts on bbc1 from 6 to 27 september 1989 it was the last to feature nicholas courtney as
brigadier lethbridge stewart in doctor who synopsis only a few years from now a squad of unit
troops is escorting a nuclear missile through the english countryside at the nearby
archaeological dig knights in armour are fighting battles with broadswords and guns and
grenades ace emerges from the lake with excalibur held high whilst the doctor is still trapped
with the mysterious entity and needs saving subscribe to doctor who for more exclusive videos
bit doctor who s26 1989 by british broadcasting corporation topics doctor who s26 season 26
seventh doctor twenty sixth season of doctor who with the seventh doctor addeddate battlefield
opens up what would become doctor who s final season following in the footsteps of the
previous season opener and incorporating a look to the past while further defining the more
complex characterization and storylines of the seventh doctor doctor who battlefield teaser
trailer this is a teaser trailer for the one hundred and fifty second tv story of doctor who
battlefield battlefield classicdoctorwho battlefield part three directed by michael kerrigan with
sylvester mccoy sophie aldred jean marsh nicholas courtney the brigadier rescues the doctor
from the stone spaceship before they set out to locate morgaine before she gains excalibur 25m
imdb rating 7 4 10 522 your rating rate adventure drama family morgaine forces ace and shou
yuing to hand over excalibur by threatening to release the destroyer so the doctor and the
brigadier enter a dimensional portal to stop her director michael kerrigan writers ben
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aaronovitch sydney newman stars sylvester mccoy cast 16 sylvester mccoy the doctor sophie
aldred ace nicholas courtney brigadier lethbridge stewart jean marsh morgaine angela bruce
brigadier winifred bambera marek anton the destroyer tai ling shou yuing marcus gilbert
ancelyn christopher bowen mordred james ellis peter warmsley angela douglas doris noel
collins english viii 216 pages 17 cm a unit nuclear convoy stranded on the shores of lake
vortigern becomes the focus of an incursion by knights from a parallel reality in this other
world technology and magic exist side by side and the legends of king arthur are fact 2024
google llc after hearing morgaine has seized control of nuclear weapons the doctor pleads with
her to not use them subscribe to doctor who for more exclusive videos doctor come out come
out wherever you are you little tapeworm the energy snake knocks the doctor over and he
drops the control unit he makes a grab for it and ends up lying next to arthur then someone s
foot treads on the control unit breaking it and the green snake vanishes doctor cough oh



battlefield doctor who wikipedia Mar 27 2024 battlefield is the first serial of the 26th season of
the british science fiction television series doctor who which was first broadcast in four weekly
parts on bbc1 from 6 to 27 september 1989 it was the last to feature nicholas courtney as
brigadier lethbridge stewart in doctor who
doctor who battlefield part one tv episode 1989 imdb Feb 26 2024 with sylvester mccoy sophie
aldred jean marsh nicholas courtney knights from a parallel universe arrive on earth to find the
legendary sword excalibur only the doctor and ace with the assistance of brigadier lethbridge
stewart can save the earth from total catastrophe
battlefield tv story tardis fandom Jan 25 2024 battlefield was the first serial of season 26 of
doctor who nicholas courtney made his first appearance as brigadier lethbridge stewart since
1983 s the five doctors and bessie appeared for the first time since that serial as well following
courtney s death in 2011 this serial marked his
battlefield doctor who youtube Dec 24 2023 1 87m subscribers 1 4k 63k views 3 years ago
doctorwho watch the highlights of a classic seventh doctor story battlefield subscribe to doctor
who for more exclusive videos
battlefield doctor who Nov 23 2023 season 26 ep 1 battlefield share written by ben aaronovich
stop i command it there will be no battle here responding to a distress signal the doctor and
ace arrive near the village of carbury where a nuclear missile convoy has run into difficulties
doctor who season 26 wikipedia Oct 22 2023 the 26th season of doctor who premiered on 6
september 1989 with the serial battlefield and consisted of four serials ending with survival
which was the final episode of doctor who for 15 years until the show was revived in 2005 john
nathan turner produced the series with andrew cartmel script editing casting edit
doctor who battlefield part two tv episode 1989 imdb Sep 21 2023 battlefield part two directed
by michael kerrigan with sylvester mccoy sophie aldred jean marsh nicholas courtney the
doctor and ace discover a stone spaceship underneath warmsley s archaeological dig while
mordred summons morgaine to earth s dimension
bbc one doctor who 1963 1996 season 26 battlefield Aug 20 2023 doctor who 1963 1996
season 26 battlefield part 1 see all clips from doctor who 1963 1996 626 similar programmes
by genre drama scifi fantasy watch live 23 45 schedule
battlefield doctor who wikiwand Jul 19 2023 battlefield is the first serial of the 26th season of
the british science fiction television series doctor who which was first broadcast in four weekly
parts on bbc1 from 6 to 27 september 1989 it was the last to feature nicholas courtney as
brigadier lethbridge stewart in doctor who
doctor who battlefield target collection tardis guide Jun 18 2023 synopsis only a few years
from now a squad of unit troops is escorting a nuclear missile through the english countryside
at the nearby archaeological dig knights in armour are fighting battles with broadswords and
guns and grenades
the doctor is saved by the brigadier battlefield doctor who May 17 2023 ace emerges
from the lake with excalibur held high whilst the doctor is still trapped with the mysterious
entity and needs saving subscribe to doctor who for more exclusive videos bit
doctor who s26 1989 british broadcasting corporation Apr 16 2023 doctor who s26 1989
by british broadcasting corporation topics doctor who s26 season 26 seventh doctor twenty
sixth season of doctor who with the seventh doctor addeddate



battlefield doctor who reviews Mar 15 2023 battlefield opens up what would become doctor
who s final season following in the footsteps of the previous season opener and incorporating a
look to the past while further defining the more complex characterization and storylines of the
seventh doctor
doctor who battlefield teaser trailer youtube Feb 14 2023 doctor who battlefield teaser
trailer this is a teaser trailer for the one hundred and fifty second tv story of doctor who
battlefield battlefield classicdoctorwho
doctor who battlefield part three tv episode 1989 imdb Jan 13 2023 battlefield part three
directed by michael kerrigan with sylvester mccoy sophie aldred jean marsh nicholas courtney
the brigadier rescues the doctor from the stone spaceship before they set out to locate
morgaine before she gains excalibur
doctor who battlefield part four tv episode 1989 imdb Dec 12 2022 25m imdb rating 7 4 10 522
your rating rate adventure drama family morgaine forces ace and shou yuing to hand over
excalibur by threatening to release the destroyer so the doctor and the brigadier enter a
dimensional portal to stop her director michael kerrigan writers ben aaronovitch sydney
newman stars sylvester mccoy
doctor who battlefield 1989 cast crew the movie Nov 11 2022 cast 16 sylvester mccoy the
doctor sophie aldred ace nicholas courtney brigadier lethbridge stewart jean marsh morgaine
angela bruce brigadier winifred bambera marek anton the destroyer tai ling shou yuing marcus
gilbert ancelyn christopher bowen mordred james ellis peter warmsley angela douglas doris
noel collins
doctor who battlefield platt marc 1953 author free Oct 10 2022 english viii 216 pages 17
cm a unit nuclear convoy stranded on the shores of lake vortigern becomes the focus of an
incursion by knights from a parallel reality in this other world technology and magic exist side
by side and the legends of king arthur are fact
the doctor s speech on nuclear war battlefield doctor who Sep 09 2022 2024 google llc
after hearing morgaine has seized control of nuclear weapons the doctor pleads with her to not
use them subscribe to doctor who for more exclusive videos
the doctor who transcripts battlefield Aug 08 2022 doctor come out come out wherever you
are you little tapeworm the energy snake knocks the doctor over and he drops the control unit
he makes a grab for it and ends up lying next to arthur then someone s foot treads on the
control unit breaking it and the green snake vanishes doctor cough oh
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